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The water quality and quantity can be estimated using the well-known SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment Tool)
[1] hydrologic model, which is built at watershed scale and takes into consideration land uses and land practices
and other parameters. To develop a SWAT model three phases are to be considered: model build-up, calibration
and validation. The calibration phase, which is an iterative process, is based on adjusting a set of model parameters
in order to improve the initial model. This is the most time consuming phase of the entire process based on the
fact that is using a Monte Carlo approach to estimate the best parameters values.
The calibration and execution of SWAT models is enabled by the SWAT-CUP [2] application, which is a desktop
application allowing the processing of a single current model. Based on the SWAT model dimension, this process
requires significant computing resources and some administrative skill of the single user.
gSWATCloud [3] application offers a software solution for calibration and execution of multiple SWAT models, by
different users, in a parallel and distributed manner, through the Web browser. In order to accommodate multiple
calibrations and execution sessions of different SWAT models the gSWATCloud uses cloud infrastructure.
The users have the possibility to start multiple calibration sessions in parallel and to control them remotely,
even on a different computer than the one on which he started the execution. The gSWATCloud and SWAT-CUP
applications can be combined in the same processing pipeline, based on the fact that they interact and collaborate
through the input and output files of a SWAT model.
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